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INTRODUCTION        
Welcome to EngineerOffice® Invoice Book! 

An invoice is not only an important financial document, but it is also a marketing piece of communication 
that nurtures client relationships. Hence, it must communicate positive images to both new and long-term 
clients: Quality, Capability, Professionalism, and Confidence. EngineerOffice comes with two standard 
invoice templates (Type A and Type B) designed with Crystal Reports. However, it provides various display 
options for an invoice that result in different layouts of these two invoice templates to suit your preference. 

EngineerOffice allows you to change the invoice layout at the project and global level. You can customize 
the invoice layout and set invoice display attributes per project or for all the projects. Invoices are typically 
created based on different billing methods. The desired invoice options can be selected and the invoice be 
viewed as a draft and then finalized. Invoices can be generated in different output formats. 

You can set or change the following options for your invoices, according to your preference and 
requirements: 

Preferences > Billing Level 

 Invoice Number 

 Invoice Template: Type A or Type B 

 Invoice Output: Viewer, PDF or RTF document 

Projects > Billing Level 

 Invoice Method: Hourly, Stipulated Sum, Percentage of Construction, etc. 

 Invoice Extras: Sum Totals or Matrix, Statement, and other items such as markups, interest, taxes 
(when applicable), retainer, fee, etc. 

 Invoice Format:  Summarize or Itemize by Code, Phase, Employee, Role, etc.; show Rate, Quantity 
and Hours, etc.; and Balance Due for project or invoice. 

 Invoice Output: Custom Title and Message, Template A or B, Output as Viewer, PDF or RTF 
document 

If neither of the default invoice templates meets your needs, you can have custom invoice template created 
by us. Please contact our Custom Reports Team at customreports@bqe.com for details. 

 Please send any comments or suggestions to EO-Ideas@bqe.com. For other information, contact us at 
310-602-4010 or sales@bqe.com. 
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Type A Invoice 

This is a typical Type A invoice layout displaying basic and additional 
services summarized by employee along with itemized expenses. You can 
choose to display the applicable taxes as well as retainer balance, if any. 
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Type B Invoice 

This is a typical Type B invoice layout displaying basic and additional 
services summarized by employee along with itemized expenses. You can 
choose to display the applicable taxes as well as retainer balance, if any. 
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Hourly Rate Invoice 

This is a Type B invoice based on the Hourly Rate billing method. 
It displays the basic and additional services summarized by 
employee along with itemized expenses. You can choose to 
show the applicable taxes, retainers and invoice total.  
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Stipulated Sum Invoice 

This is a Type B invoice based on the Stipulated Sum billing method. It displays the 
budgeted fee along with the current invoice amount and percentage of completion 
per phase. The calculations involved are: 

Actual % Phase Completed =  Charge Amount (time entry) of Phase x 100 
                                                                          Budgeted Fee of Phase 

% Complete of Current Invoice =   Current Invoice Amount x % Phase Completed 
                                                                   Amount Remaining 
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Multiple of DSE/DPE Invoice 

This is a Type B invoice based on the Multiple of DSE/DPE billing 
method. It displays the basic and additional services summarized 
by employee along with itemized expenses. You can choose to 
show the applicable taxes, retainers and invoice total. 
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Calculations for DSE/DPE 

Case 1:  If no Cap amount is given, then EngineerOffice fetches the DSE/DPE Salary rate from Preferences > 
Users > Time/Expense and multiplies it by the Rate (multiplier) defined on Projects > Billing > Options 
screen. 

DSE/DPE Salary × Rate x Hours = Invoice Amount 

Case 2:  If the Cap amount is given, then EngineerOffice fetches the DSE/DPE salary rate from Preferences > 
Users > Time/Expense and multiplies it by the Rate (multiplier) defined on Projects > Billing > Options 
screen. If the Cap Amount defined on the Options tab is higher than the calculated invoice amount, billing 
will proceed as normal.  

DSE/DPE Salary × Rate x Hours = Invoice Amount                                                                

Case 3:  If the Cap amount is given, then EngineerOffice fetches the DSE/DPE salary rate from Preferences > 
Users > Time/Expense and multiplies it by the Rate (multiplier) defined on Projects > Billing > Options 
screen. If the Cap Amount defined on the Options tab is lower than the calculated invoice amount, the lower 
amount will be billed. 

Cap Amount / Hours = Rate 

Note: If the Rate is zero on the Options tab, then EngineerOffice gives priority to the time entry rate.   
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Percent of Construction Invoice 

This is a Type B invoice based on the Percent of Construction billing method, where 
the total fee amount is calculated as a percentage of the construction cost. It 
displays the budgeted fee along with the current invoice amount, percentage of 
completion per phase and hourly basic services. The calculations involved are: 

Total Fee Amount = Construction Cost x Fee Percentage/100 

  Amount Remaining   x % Complete of Current Invoice = Current Invoice Amount 
% Phase Completed 
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Unit Cost Invoice 

This is a Type B invoice based on the Unit Cost billing method. It displays the 
budgeted fee along with the current invoice amount and percentage of 
completion per phase. The calculations involved are: 

Amount Remaining   x % Complete of Current Invoice = Current Invoice Amount 
% Phase Completed 
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Invoice Summarized by Phase 

This is a Type B invoice displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee and phase. It also displays the itemized 
expenses grouped by phase, applicable taxes, and invoice total. 
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Invoice Summarized by Code 

This is a Type B invoice displaying time and expenses for basic 
and additional services, grouped by job code. It also displays 
the itemized expenses grouped by code, applicable taxes, and 
invoice total. 
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Invoice with Interest 

This is a Type B invoice for an hourly project displaying 
basic and additional services summarized by employee 
along with the total expenses. You can choose to show 
the interest due on the current invoice, if any.  
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Invoice with Retainer 

This is a Type B invoice displaying the budgeted fee along with the 
current invoice amount and percentage of completion per phase. It also 
shows the retainer paid, used and balance on the current invoice.  
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Invoice with PST/GST 

This is a Type B invoice layout displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee along with the itemized expenses. You can 
choose to show the PST/GST taxes charged to the project, if any.  
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Invoice with Expenses Only 

This is a Type B invoice layout displaying only the 
expense details for each phase. You can choose to show 
the applicable taxes charged to the project, if any.  
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Invoice with Project Balance Due 

This is a Type B invoice layout displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee along with the itemized expenses. You can 
choose to show the applicable taxes, total balance due for the project 
as well as the current invoice total.  
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Invoice without Details 

This is a Type B invoice displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee. It also shows the expenses summarized by 
expense type and applicable taxes charged to the project. This layout 
does not display details such as hours, rate, and quantity. 
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Invoice with Custom Message & Title 

This is a Type B invoice layout displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee along with the expenses summarized by code. 
You can choose to show a custom message and title specified by you on 
the Projects > Billing > Options tab. 
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Invoice Summarized by Employee 

This is a Type B invoice displaying basic and additional services 
summarized by employee. It also shows the expenses summarized by 
code and any applicable taxes charged to the project.  
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World Headquarters 
For more information, visit 
www.bqe.com or call 
(855) 687-1028. 

North & South America 
3825 Del Amo Boulevard, Torrance, CA 
90503 United States of America 

Tel: (855) 687-1028 (toll-free) 
+1 (310) 602-4010 
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